Our Impact
Despite being a relatively young theatre company, we have already achieved so much. Since we opened in 2015 we
have produced fourteen successful productions in Essex, Suffolk and London. Each production tackles social issues
and promotes positive social change. We perform regularly staging both popular classic and modern plays, as well as
devising and developing new work. In 2016 we made our West-End debut; forming a new link with the Arts Theatre,
London and performing John Godber’s Teechers to sell-out audiences. We recently returned to the space to mark the
end of our mini tour of Milked by Simon Longman. We have also enjoyed success in the East end of London working
alongside the Oxford House Arts Theatre and The Albany Theatre, Deptford. In early 2017, we developed a sell-out
tour of a small intimate performances of the play Little Old Alf which explored issues of isolation, mental health and
what it is like to be an elderly man struggling with his sexuality.
We are fully committed to developing or Artistic quality and supporting emerging artists. We have developed links with
companies such as the Puppet Soup Theatre Company and individual artists including actors, designers, song-writers
and film-makers. We are active within the community and have created several community theatre projects funded by
local funding bodies as well as The Arts Council and The Heritage Lottery Fund. Each project aims at developing our
artistic and community aims by supporting local people and exploring social issues within our society through performance.
In this short article we hope to celebrate some of our achievements and the impact which we have made.

The Beyond the Edge Project

Sponsored by the TCHC, the project’s core aim was to work with local organisations and groups to support vulnerable adults to gain
confidence, independence through performance techniques enabling them to reconnect with their local community. The project ran for
18 months and we worked with 150 participants and alongside The Open Road, local Night Shelters, Colchester Institute, Gateway,
Mind and Fresh Beginnings.
Facts and Achievements:
-100% of our participants reported back to us saying that they felt more confident and that the project had made a positive impact
upon their well-being.
-100% of our participants went on to reconnect with society by taking up employment opportunities, voluntary work or further
education.
-The project used a range of different artistic techniques including drama, music and art workshops as well developing short films and
using sporting activities to support our participants.
-The project was hailed as a success and we receive positive recognition for the way that we were able to reach our target audience
and to engage and earn their trust and respect despite their complex needs.
Feedback:
“The project was amazing. Pitched at the right level, respectful, sensitive and positively rewarding to all of our clients.” (Pippa Baker,
Open Road)

TEECHERS

“I’m no longer afraid to be who I am within the community. I owe that
to Alfie and this project!” Jack, Participant
Supported by The Arts Council, The Teechers Project worked
with a group of young adults aged 18-25 whom had become
isolated and disillusioned in their local community in Stratford. The
6-month project used performance skills to build confidence,
strengthen lives and install positivity and self-belief in a group of
young peoples lives.
-Participants met weekly using performance techniques to develop
soft core skills including confidence, motivation and team work.
-We devised an adaptation of Teechers by John Godber.
-The performance and project were so successful that it gained the
interest of The Arts Theatre, London where we were invited to
perform.
-All our participants have reconnected with society, gained
confidence and inspired to achieve their goals.
“Teechers and Alfie James gave us a voice when we didn’t think we
had one anymore. It got us restarted again in life and taught us not
to give up on ourselves.” (Charlotte, participant)

Alexander’s Terrible, Horrible Day

Funded by The Arts Council, this wonderful 6-month project
worked with a group of local people in Bethnal Green, London
whom suffered from mental health issues. We ran weekly
workshops developing confidence, independence and wellbeing. We then worked alongside the Puppet Soup Theatre
Company to develop our own small performance aimed at
teaching young children in Key Stage One how to cope with
having a bad day. We then invited local schools to come along
to see our
performance and developed an Education pack
for schools to use.
“It was one the best experiences of my life. I loved every second
of it. Alfie was so patient working around my personal and emotional problems and made both myself and my carer feel welcome and at ease. I really enjoyed making the puppet and
bringing it to life.” (Performer)

MILKED

“Milked was an incredibly powerful, worthwhile project which
highlighted the link between unemployment and mental health
and gave those affected an opportunity to become visible
again.” (Bradley, Participant)
The Milked Project was based on the play by Simon Longman.
We worked with a group of people whom were affected by
unemployment. Through workshops, we used performance
techniques to gain an understanding of what it is like to be
long-term unemployed. We shared stories, experiences as well
exploring coping strategies and ways to positively move forward.
-The project ran for 4 months in Bethnal Green, London before
also being developed in Sudbury, Suffolk.
-The play was performed at the Arts Theatre, London and the
Quay Theatre, Sudbury.
-The project was commended upon by all our participants and
audiences.
-More than 25 unemployed people and artists were involved in
the project.

Our Theatre for All Project is a 3-year research study exploring
ways of making theatre accessible to all: for both Artists and
Audience members. We are committed to finding ways of
breaking down boundaries to open our performances up for those
on a low-income, with disabilities, families, the elderly,
unemployed and lone parents. Strategies have included:
-Using accessible venues, ticket prices (Inc. free performances
and concession rates), free refreshments, taking performances to
people, working with Actors with disabilities.
“Working with Alfie James Productions is a breath of fresh air for
a disabled Actor. He is fully committed to ensuring that disability
holds no boundaries on stage.” (Mark Beer, TV, Film, Theatre
Veteran Actor)

The Black Dog Theatre Creation
Since our first project in 2014 we have developed several six-month projects supporting over a hundred members in Colchester and
London. All our members have reported back saying that they have gained in confidence and have developed a positive outlook in life.
We’ve had family members and friends comment upon the positive impact which the Black Dog Theatre Creation has had upon members
lives and their relationships. The Black Dog Theatre Creation has received positive recognition from leading mental health individuals
including Dr Tilbury and organisations such as Mind, Re-Think London SIBS and the Together organisation. We have produced seven
successful sell-out productions and have explored a range of different performance techniques including the use of puppetry, oral
storytelling and music in performance. All with successful outcomes

"The Black Dog Theatre Creation has
become a life-line. It's a wonderful
group where people can make friends,
gain support and learn to live and
connect again." (Kim)
“Alfie has done wonders to help my wife
with the Black Dog Theatre Creation. He’s
given my children back their mum and
brought a smile back on her face. Of
course, she still has her bad days, but
she’s stronger and knows how to deal with
them. It’s as if she’s come alive again
(Husband of one of our members)

Carol’s recount:

My life has not been very easy. I had a rough up-

bringing that was often abusive and unloved. Whilst still young I was sexually
assaulted which left me both physically and mentally broken. Since then I
have never had any confidence. I’ve lived as an almost recluse – hardly ever
going out. A few years ago I was on a bus when it crashed and it left me with
painful injuries which have caused me to become a prisoner in my own home.
Until I started BDTC. Apart from going to church, BDTC has been my only
link with the outside world. It has slowly taught me to socialise for the first time
in years. I now have friends and through drama and performance, Alfie has
helped me to become confident again. With his encouragement and positive
nature, he has helped me to start travelling on the buses once more. I know
that I am not getting any younger and my health has continued to slowly get
worse. (I am now in a wheelchair) yet Alfie has adapted activities and got me
up on stage and helped me to perform in front of an audience. BDTC has
taught me to believe in myself and that there are no barriers.

7 Facts about our success:
1. Since our first project, 100% of our
members have reported back saying that
they have become more confident, independent and feel more positive about
life.
2. We have produced six sell out
productions.
3. Dr Tilbury, Senior Occupational
Therapist and Actor has hailed the project
as being a wonderful and positive group
which impacts positively upon the
community.
4. All our members have reconnected with
the local community.
5. We have successfully explored several
performance techniques such as puppetry,
oral storytelling, music and freeze frames.
6. Our audience size to our performances
have consistently grown.
7. We have successfully created
opportunities to encourage people to talk
about mental health issues affecting their
local communities

Please visit:
www.blackdogtheatrecreation.

The History Alive Theatre Project
The History Alive Theatre Project is an exciting project aimed at creating opportunities to bring history alive
through performance techniques and to inspire people to learn about their heritage. We aim to set up small projects
to explore different periods of history, famous historical figures, events and stories whilst learning new historical
enquiry skills and supporting ways of recording our heritage for future generations to share and use.

In 2017 we created a new community theatre and history
project aimed at using performance techniques to learn
more about the lives of soldier’s serving during the First
World War. The six-month project was supported by the
Heritage Lottery Fund and the First World War Engagement
Centre. At the end of the project, we produced a devised
piece of theatre and performed to a sell-out audience in the
main house of the Oxford House Arts Theatre, London and
received positive recognition and feedback for what we had
achieved.
-The project worked with a group of 20 adults who were
either affected by unemployment, aged 50 +, adults
educated lower than level 3, those with disabilities.
-The project was hailed as a huge success by audience
and participants.
-The project has been commended upon by schools for our
education package
-We received support worldwide by Historians and the
families of those featured in our play.
-We have since been asked to develop a new project.
-We developed positive links with the Heritage Lottery,
National Archives and WW1 Engagement Centres.

The Home Project

Following the success of The Tank, we have since teamed up with the
Heritage Lottery Fund and WW1 Engagement Centres to develop a
second project. This time working with a similar group of participants
but exploring the effects of the First World War in the immediate
aftermath. Issues include: Mental Health, Unemployment, Women’s
Rights and disabilities. In this project, we have continued to strengthen
our link with the Eastbourne House of Arts as well as working with the
Albany Theatre, Deptford.

What others say about us:
Rebecca Jenkins, Heritage Lottery Fund
"Congratulations on completing your first world war project. It
was clear the project was a big success and it was particularly
good to read about the strong community engagement, as well
as the partnerships you have built. I was also impressed with the
level of project evaluation provided. Well done to everyone who
was involved."
“Fun, enjoyable and damming true. I loved the way that the cast
jumped in and out of different roles with such ease” (Audience
member, Teechers)

The Acoustic Lounge Project

“I personally would be nowhere near the artist I am today
without the Acoustic Lounge. It gave me the platform to
build my confidence and abilities.” (Matt Buckle, SongWriter)
The Acoustic Lounge Project was a 4-year community
music project aimed at supporting the development of
local Song-writers and Musicians. We:
-Worked with over 250 local Song-writers and musicians
of mixed ages.
-Developed a successful Song-writing Competition.
-Ran two popular Acoustic gigs twice a month for 4 years.
-Developed strong links with recording studios, artists and
venues.
-Raised over £1000 for local charities.
-Developed a yearly Acoustic Music Festival.

“…having seen this in the West-End countless times, you’ve all
done it real justice!” (Audience member, Blood Brothers)
“A play which reminds us what is truly important in life.” (Little
Old Alf)
“Thank you, Alfie James for keeping the memories alive. It
means so much!” (Relative of the Crew member from The Fray
Bentos Tank Project)
“A brilliant performance of a new play which tackles
unemployment and mental health.” (Audience member, Milked)

Dear Alfie,
My wife and I were most fortunate enough to attend your
performance of Milked this afternoon/evening at the Arts
Theatre, London. We would like to say how much we thoroughly enjoyed it.
It was the first time we had seen a play produced by your
company and directed by yourself and we were certainly
very impressed. We loved the intimacy of the performance
and the openness that you used with the props being in the
audience and the characters sitting in the audience between
scenes. It added to the pace and made us feel as if we were
part of the action. It was clear that you are an experienced
and talented director beyond your years and one that clearly
has the respect of both his performers, the theatre venue
and the audience. Being a retired Actor myself, I know that
most decent Actors would give their right arm to be able to
work under a director with your eye for detail and creative
vision. What made it even more better was the lovely relaxed, yet professional atmosphere which was created and
your appreciation towards every member of the audience.
There aren’t many directors who would make a point of
speaking to every member of the audience and would
spend time with the audience during the interval.
We were so glad that we came along and look forward to
coming along to the next show.
Kind regards, Mr A Meadows

Little Old Alf

“The best play that I have ever seen!”
Little Old Alf was a new play inspired by working with a group of
older LGBT people. Listening to their stories, experiences we
developed a new play exploring the issues of loneliness among
both older and younger people and what it is like living as an
older Gay person and the issues which they face. The play
received a sell-out tour locally and it is set to be performed in
London later this year.

For more information about what we do please
visit:

www.alfiejamesproductions.com

